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Ebony and Ivy 2013-09-17
a groundbreaking exploration of the intertwined histories of slavery racism and higher
education in america from a leading african american historian a 2006 report commissioned
by brown university revealed that institution s complex and contested involvement in slavery
setting off a controversy that leapt from the ivory tower to make headlines across the country
but brown s troubling past was far from unique in ebony and ivy craig steven wilder a rising
star in the profession of history lays bare uncomfortable truths about race slavery and the
american academy many of america s revered colleges and universities from harvard yale and
princeton to rutgers williams college and unc were soaked in the sweat the tears and
sometimes the blood of people of color slavery funded colleges built campuses and paid the
wages of professors enslaved americans waited on faculty and students academic leaders
aggressively courted the support of slave owners and slave traders significantly as wilder
shows our leading universities dependent on human bondage became breeding grounds for
the racist ideas that sustained them ebony and ivy is a powerful and propulsive study and the
first of its kind revealing a history of oppression behind the institutions usually considered
the cradle of liberal politics

フォークナー　第24号 2022-04-30
第24号 特集 作家とその妻 夫 本書は 日本におけるフォークナー研究の活性化と国際化のために 日本ウィリアム フォークナー協会で毎年一回刊行している研究誌です 特に
毎号の特集テーマについて 日本国内はじめ 広くアジア諸国および世界の研究者にも原稿を依頼し 翻訳 掲載しています

Yale and Slavery 2024-02-16
a comprehensive look at how slavery and resistance to it have shaped yale university award
winning historian david w blight with the yale and slavery research project answers the call
to investigate yale university s historical involvement with slavery the slave trade and
abolition this narrative history demonstrates the importance of slavery in the making of this
renowned american institution of higher learning drawing on wide ranging archival materials
yale and slavery extends from the century before the college s founding in 1701 to the
dedication of its civil war memorial in 1915 while engaging with the legacies and
remembrance of this complex story the book brings into focus the enslaved and free black
people who have been part of yale s history from the beginning but too often ignored in
official accounts these individuals and their descendants worked at yale petitioned and fought
for freedom and dignity built churches schools and antislavery organizations and were among
the first black students to transform the university from the inside always alive to the
surprises and ironies of the past yale and slavery presents a richer and more complete history
of yale the third oldest college in the country showing how pillars of american higher
education even in new england emerged over time intertwined with the national and
international history of racial slavery

Interpreting Slavery at Museums and Historic Sites
2014-12-23
this book moves the field forward in its collective conversation about the interpretation of
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slavery acknowledging the criticism of the past and acting in the present to develop an
inclusive interpretation of slavery

Slavery, Geography and Empire in Nineteenth-Century
Marine Landscapes of Montreal and Jamaica 2017-07-05
slavery geography and empire in nineteenth century marine landscapes of montreal and
jamaica is among the first slavery studies books and the first in art history to juxtapose
temperate and tropical slavery charmaine a nelson explores the central role of geography and
its racialized representation as landscape art in imperial conquest one could easily assume
that nineteenth century montreal and jamaica were worlds apart but through her astute
examination of marine landscape art the author re connects these two significant british
island colonies sites of colonial ports with profound economic and military value through an
analysis of prints illustrated travel books and maps the author exposes the fallacy of their
disconnection arguing instead that the separation of these colonies was a retroactive
fabrication designed in part to rid canada of its deeply colonial history as an integral part of
britain s global trading network which enriched the motherland through extensive trade in
crops produced by enslaved workers on tropical plantations the first study to explore james
hakewill s jamaican landscapes and william clark s antiguan genre studies in depth it also
examines the montreal landscapes of artists including thomas davies robert sproule george
heriot and james duncan breaking new ground nelson reveals how gender and race mediated
the aesthetic and scientific access of such mainly white male artists she analyzes this moment
of deep political crisis for british slave owners between the end of the slave trade in 1807 and
complete abolition in 1833 who employed visual culture to imagine spaces free of conflict and
to alleviate their pervasive anxiety about slave resistance nelson explores how vision and
cartographic knowledge translated into authority which allowed colonizers to civilize the
terrains of the so called new world while belying the oppression of slavery and indigenous
displacement

Slavery in the Age of Memory 2020-10-15
exploring notions of history collective memory cultural memory public memory official
memory and public history slavery in the age of memory engaging the past explains how
ordinary citizens social groups governments and institutions engage with the past of slavery
and the atlantic slave trade it illuminates how and why over the last five decades the debates
about slavery have become so relevant in the societies where slavery existed and which
participated in the atlantic slave trade the book draws on a variety of case studies to
investigate its central questions how have social actors and groups in europe africa and the
americas engaged with the slave past of their societies are there are any relations between
the demands to rename streets of liverpool in england and the protests to take down
confederate monuments in the united states how have black and white social actors and
scholars influenced the ways slavery is represented in george washington s mount vernon
and thomas jefferson s monticello in the united states how do slave cemeteries in brazil and
the united states and the walls of names of whitney plantation speak to other initiatives
honoring enslaved people in england and south africa what shared problems and goals have
led to the creation of the international slavery museum in liverpool and the national museum
of african american history and culture in washington dc why have artists used their works to
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confront the debates about slavery and its legacies the important debates addressed in this
book resonate in the present day arguing that memory of slavery is racialized and gendered
the book shows that more than just attempts to come to terms with the past debates about
slavery are associated with the persistent racial inequalities racism and white supremacy
which still shape societies where slavery existed slavery in the age of memory engaging the
past is thus a vital resource for students and scholars of the atlantic world the history of
slavery and public history

Slavery and the University 2019-02-01
slavery and the university is the first edited collection of scholarly essays devoted solely to
the histories and legacies of this subject on north american campuses and in their atlantic
contexts gathering together contributions from scholars activists and administrators the
volume combines two broad bodies of work 1 historically based interdisciplinary research on
the presence of slavery at higher education institutions in terms of the development of
proslavery and antislavery thought and the use of slave labor and 2 analysis on the ways in
which the legacies of slavery in institutions of higher education continued in the post civil
war era to the present day the collection features broadly themed essays on issues of religion
economy and the regional slave trade of the caribbean it also includes case studies of slavery
s influence on specific institutions such as princeton university harvard university oberlin
college emory university and the university of alabama though the roots of slavery and the
university stem from a 2011 conference at emory university the collection extends outward to
incorporate recent findings as such it offers a roadmap to one of the most exciting
developments in the field of u s slavery studies and to ways of thinking about racial diversity
in the history and current practices of higher education

The Legacy of Slavery at Harvard 2022-09-27
harvard s searing and sobering indictment of its own long standing relationship with chattel
slavery and anti black discrimination in recent years scholars have documented extensive
relationships between american higher education and slavery the legacy of slavery at harvard
adds harvard university to the long list of institutions in the north and the south entangled
with slavery and its aftermath the report written by leading researchers from across the
university reveals hard truths about harvard s deep ties to black and indigenous bondage
scientific racism segregation and other forms of oppression between the university s founding
in 1636 and 1783 when slavery officially ended in massachusetts harvard leaders faculty and
staff enslaved at least seventy people some of whom worked on campus where they cared for
students faculty and university presidents harvard also benefited financially and
reputationally from donations by slaveholders slave traders and others whose fortunes
depended on human chattel later harvard professors and the graduates they trained were
leaders in so called race science and eugenics which promoted disinvestment in black lives
through forced sterilization residential segregation and segregation and discrimination in
education no institution of harvard s scale and longevity is a monolith harvard was also home
to abolitionists and pioneering black thinkers and activists such as w e b du bois charles
hamilton houston and eva beatrice dykes in the late twentieth century the university became
a champion of racial diversity in education yet the past cannot help casting a long shadow on
the present harvard s motto veritas inscribed on gates doorways and sculptures all over
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campus is an exhortation to pursue truth the legacy of slavery at harvard advances that
necessary quest

Reparations for Slavery and the Slave Trade 2023-11-02
slavery and the atlantic slave trade are among the most heinous crimes against humanity
committed in the modern era yet to this day no former slave society in the americas has paid
reparations to former slaves or their descendants ana lucia araujo shows that these calls for
reparations have persevered over a long and difficult history she traces the ways in which
enslaved and freed individuals have conceptualized the idea of reparations since the 18th
century in petitions correspondence pamphlets public speeches slave narratives and judicial
claims taking the reader through the era of slavery emancipation post abolition and the
present day and drawing on the voices of various of enslaved peoples and their descendants
the book illuminates the multiple dimensions of the demands of reparations this new edition
boasts a new chapter on the global impact of the black lives matter movement the seismic
effect of the killing of george floyd calls for university reparations and the dismantling of
statues updated throughout this edition includes primary sources further readings and many
illustrations

Slavery and the Making of Early American Libraries
2019-02-14
early american libraries stood at the nexus of two transatlantic branches of commerce the
book trade and the slave trade slavery and the making of early american libraries bridges the
study of these trades by demonstrating how americans profits from slavery were reinvested
in imported british books and providing evidence that the colonial book market was shaped in
part by the demand of slave owners for metropolitan cultural capital drawing on recent
scholarship that shows how participation in london cultural life was very expensive in the
eighteenth century as well as evidence that enslavers were therefore some of the few early
americans who could afford to import british cultural products the volume merges the fields
of the history of the book atlantic studies and the study of race arguing that the empire wide
circulation of british books was underwritten by the labour of the african diaspora the volume
is the first in early american and eighteenth century british studies to fuse our growing
understanding of the material culture of the transatlantic text with our awareness of slavery
as an economic and philanthropic basis for the production and consumption of knowledge in
studying the american dissemination of works of british literature and political thought it
claims that americans were seeking out the forms of citizenship constitutional traditions and
rights that were the signature of that british identity even though they were purchasing the
sovereignty of anglo americans at the expense of african americans through these books
however some colonials were also making the case for the abolition of slavery

Faulkner and Slavery 2021-05-28
contributions by tim armstrong edward a chappell w ralph eubanks amy a foley michael gorra
sherita l johnson andrew b leiter john t matthews julie beth napolin erin penner stephanie
rountree julia stern jay watson and randall wilhelm in 1930 the same year he moved into
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rowan oak a slave built former plantation home in his hometown of oxford mississippi william
faulkner published his first work of fiction that gave serious attention to the experience and
perspective of an enslaved individual for the next two decades faulkner repeatedly returned
to the theme of slavery and to the figures of enslaved people in his fiction probing the racial
economic and political contours of his region nation and hemisphere in work such as the
sound and the fury light in august absalom absalom and go down moses faulkner and slavery
is the first collection to address the myriad legacies of african chattel slavery in the writings
and personal history of one of the twentieth century s most incisive authors on us slavery and
the long ordeal of race in the americas contributors to the volume examine the constitutive
links among slavery capitalism and modernity across faulkner s oeuvre they study how the
history of slavery at the university of mississippi informs writings like absalom absalom and
trace how slavery s topologies of the rectilinear grid or square run up against the more
reparative geography of the oval in faulkner s narratives contributors explore how the
legacies of slavery literally sound and resound across centuries of history and across multiple
novels and stories in faulkner s fictional county of yoknapatawpha and they reveal how the
author s remodeling work on his own residence brought him into an uncomfortable
engagement with the spatial and architectural legacies of chattel slavery in north mississippi
faulkner and slavery offers a timely intervention not only in the critical study of the writer s
work but in ongoing national and global conversations about the afterlives of slavery and the
necessary work of antiracism

Slavery and Europe 2022-08-18
the question of the impact of slavery has gained new importance in debates on the history of
economic development capitalism and inequality this edited volume explores how atlantic
slaved based economic activities and their spin offs have contributed to the economic
development of europe the contributions to this volume each provide new data and methods
for assessing the impact of atlantic slavery the slave trade and slave related economic
activities on europe s economic development it traces this impact across europe from
maritime and colonizing regions to landlocked regions of which the ties to the atlantic slavery
complex might seem less obvious at first glance together the studies of this volume indicate
that slavery and colonialism played a pivotal role in the rise of europe and globally diverging
economic fortunes the chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of
the journal slavery abolition

Unsilencing Slavery 2022-07-01
popular references to the rose hall great house in jamaica often focus on the legend of the
white witch of rose hall over one hundred thousand people visit this plantation every year
many hoping to catch a glimpse of annie palmer s ghost after experiencing this tour with her
daughter in 2013 and leaving jamaica haunted by the silences of the tour celia e naylor
resolved to write a history of rose hall about those people who actually had a right to haunt
this place of terror and trauma the enslaved naylor deftly guides us through a strikingly
different rose hall she introduces readers to the silences of the archives and unearths the
names and experiences of the enslaved at rose hall in the decades immediately before the
abolition of slavery in jamaica she then offers a careful reading of herbert g de lisser s 1929
novel the white witch of rosehall which gave rise to the myth of the white witch and a critical
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analysis of the current tours at rose hall great house naylor s interdisciplinary examination
engages different modes of history making history telling and truth telling to excavate the
lives of enslaved people highlighting enslaved women as they navigated the violences of the
jamaican slavocracy and plantationscape moving beyond the legend she examines iterations
of the afterlives of slavery in the ongoing construction of slavery museums memorializations
and movements for black lives and the enduring case for black humanity alongside her book
she has created a website as another way for readers to explore the truths of rose hall
rosehallproject columbia edu

Institutional Slavery 2016-01-05
this book focuses on slave ownership in virginia as it was practiced by a variety of institutions

University, Court, and Slave 2016
this book reveals long forgotten connections between pre civil war southern universities and
slavery universities and their faculty profited from their labor while many slaves endured
physical abuse on campuses the profits of enslaved labor helped pay for education and faculty
and students at times actively promoted the institution they wrote about the history of
slavery argued for its central role in the southern economy and developed a political theory
that justified slavery the university faculty spoke a common language of economic utility
history and philosophy with those who made the laws for the southern states their extensive
writing promoting slavery helps us understand how southern politicians and judges thought
about the practice as alfred l brophy shows southern universities fought the emancipation
movement for economic reasons but used history philosophy and law in an attempt to justify
their position bolstered by the courts academics took their case to the southern public and
ultimately to the battlefield to defend slavery a path breaking and deeply researched history
of southern universities investment in and defense of slavery this book will fundamentally
transform our understanding of the institutional foundations of pro slavery thought book
jacket and publisher s website

Slavery's Capitalism 2016-07-28
during the nineteenth century the united states entered the ranks of the world s most
advanced and dynamic economies at the same time the nation sustained an expansive and
brutal system of human bondage this was no mere coincidence slavery s capitalism argues for
slavery s centrality to the emergence of american capitalism in the decades between the
revolution and the civil war according to editors sven beckert and seth rockman the issue is
not whether slavery itself was or was not capitalist but rather the impossibility of
understanding the nation s spectacular pattern of economic development without situating
slavery front and center american capitalism renowned for its celebration of market
competition private property and the self made man has its origins in an american slavery
predicated on the abhorrent notion that human beings could be legally owned and compelled
to work under force of violence drawing on the expertise of sixteen scholars who are at the
forefront of rewriting the history of american economic development slavery s capitalism
identifies slavery as the primary force driving key innovations in entrepreneurship finance
accounting management and political economy that are too often attributed to the so called
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free market approaching the study of slavery as the originating catalyst for the industrial
revolution and modern capitalism casts new light on american credit markets practices of
offshore investment and understandings of human capital rather than seeing slavery as
outside the institutional structures of capitalism the essayists recover slavery s importance to
the american economic past and prompt enduring questions about the relationship of market
freedom to human freedom contributors edward e baptist sven beckert daina ramey berry
kathryn boodry alfred l brophy stephen chambers eric kimball john majewski bonnie martin
seth rockman daniel b rood caitlin rosenthal joshua d rothman calvin schermerhorn andrew
shankman craig steven wilder

Slavery & the Underground Railroad in New Hampshire
2021-05-24
new hampshire was once a hotbed of abolitionist activity but the state had its struggles with
slavery with portsmouth serving as a slave trade hub for new england abolitionists such as
william lloyd garrison nathaniel peabody rogers and stephen symonds foster helped create a
statewide antislavery movement abolitionists and freed slaves assisted in transporting
escapees to freedom via the underground railroad author michelle arnosky sherburne
uncovers the truth about slavery the underground railroad and the abolitionist movement in
new hampshire

Traces and Memories of Slavery in the Atlantic World
2019-06-28
traces and memories deals with the foundation mechanisms and scope of slavery related
memorial processes interrogating how descendants of enslaved populations reconstruct the
history of their ancestors when transatlantic slavery is one of the variables of the memorial
process while memory studies mark a shift from concern with historical knowledge of events
to that of memory the book seeks to bridge the memorial representations of historical events
with the production and knowledge of those events the book offers a methodological and
epistemological reflection on the challenges that are raised by archival limitations in relation
to slavery and how they can be overcome it covers topics such as the historical and memorial
legacy ies of slavery the memorialization of slavery the canonization and patrimonialization of
the memory of slavery the places and conditions of the production of knowledge on slavery
and its circulation the heritage of slavery and the re construction of collective identity by
offering fresh perspectives on how slavery related sites of memory have been retrospectively
re framed or re shaped the book probes the constraints which determine the inscription of
this contentious memory in the public sphere the volume will serve as a valuable resource in
the area of slavery memory and atlantic studies

Facing Georgetown's History 2021
a microcosm of the history of american slavery in a collection of the most important primary
and secondary readings on slavery at georgetown university and among the maryland jesuits
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Sculpture at the Ends of Slavery 2022-11-15
from abolitionist medallions to statues of bondspeople bearing broken chains sculpture gave
visual and material form to narratives about the end of slavery in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries sculpture at the ends of slavery sheds light on the complex and at times
contradictory place of such works as they moved through a world contoured both by the
devastating economy of enslavement and by international abolitionist campaigns by
examining matters of making circulation display and reception caitlin meehye beach argues
that sculpture stood as a highly visible but deeply unstable site from which to interrogate the
politics of slavery with focus on works by josiah wedgwood hiram powers edmonia lewis john
bell and francesco pezzicar beach uncovers both the radical possibilities and the conflicting
limitations of art in the pursuit of justice in racial capitalism s wake

Hope and Healing 2023-05-16
with significant lessons from the history and evolution of hbcus a guide to the strategic
conversations all higher education institutions must have to prepare students for a complex
world in hope and healing former morehouse college president john silvanus wilson jr looks
to historically black colleges and universities hbcus to examine what it takes not only to
survive as a relevant institution of higher education but to thrive wilson draws on pivotal
moments in the timelines of hbcus and the work of past visionaries such as w e b dubois and
booker t washington to yield important perspectives on the future of higher education and
the role of hbcus within it wilson documents the strengths of hbcus which endure even as
factors such as school desegregation enrollment shifts and fundraising shortages have deeply
affected their operation these schools have long optimized institutional character he shows
and he encourages their leaders to similarly optimize institutional capital wilson emphasizes
the indispensable role of educational finance in keeping schools viable and vital to us
education discussing funding approaches such as targeted endowment strategies large scale
capital campaigns based in stem research and partnerships between schools and the
philanthropic community wilson s asset based framework reveals pathways for all higher
education institutions to invest in their long term futures suffused with optimism the book
credits hbcus as exemplars that consistently demonstrate how all colleges and universities
can marshal their institutional resources to shape better citizens foster civic literacy and
work toward a better tomorrow

After Piketty 2017-05-08
are thomas piketty s analyses of inequality on target where should researchers go from here
in exploring the ideas he pushed to the forefront of global conversation in after piketty a cast
of economists and other social scientists tackle these questions in dialogue with piketty in
what is sure to be a much debated book in its own right

Dismantling Constructs of Whiteness in Higher
Education 2022-09-30
this book offers counternarratives from people of color poc engaged in varied departments
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faculties and institutions in higher education to interrogate and challenge the construct of
whiteness as an ideological form reproduced across campuses throughout the united states
documenting individuals lived experiences the text uses narratives personal stories and
autoethnographic approaches to explore how social and racial injustices manifest themselves
at both a macro and micro level through structures and ideologies of whiteness as well as
personal and group interactions this book divided into four valuable parts offers
reconceptualizations of racial diversity in higher education and further explores identity
politics within the academy to ultimately posit that a varied approach is necessary to combat
the equally varied ideological forms of whiteness this text will benefit scholars academics and
students in the fields of higher education race and ethnicity studies and academic
librarianship more broadly those involved with the multicultural education education policy
and politics and equality and human rights in general will also benefit from this volume

Slavery, Capitalism, and Women's Literature 2023
with slavery capitalism and women s literature kristin allukian makes an important
contribution to slavery and capitalism scholarship by including the voices of some of the best
known nineteenth century american women writers women s literature offers crucial and
previously unconsidered economic insights into the relationship between slavery and
capitalism different from those we typically find in economics and economic histories allukian
demonstrates that because women s imaginative and creative texts take the material
historical connection of slavery and capitalism as their starting point they can be read for the
more speculative extensions of that connection extensions not possible to discover on a
material historical level indeed allukian contends these authors and texts disclose unique
economic insights critiques and theories in ways that are only possible through literary
writing the writers featured in this study harriet beecher stowe lucy larcom harriet jacobs
and frances ellen watkins harper published written accounts of the continuities between
slavery and capitalism including between language and activism accounting and
sentimentalism labor and technology race and property and inheritance and reparations their
essays novels poems and autobiographies provided forums to document data stimulate
debate generate resistance and imagine alternatives to the united states developing capitalist
economy engined and engineered by slavery without their unique economic insights the
national narrative we tell about the relationship between slavery and capitalism is incomplete

Exchange of Ideas 2023
in this first volume of a planned trilogy that will recast the history of the university in a fresh
and surprising light adam r nelson aims to show how knowledge itself was commodified
starting in the late eighteenth century nelson follows the market transformation in the age of
revolutions to show how american colleges were drawn into transatlantic commercial
relations fusing the history of higher education with the history of capitalism nelson opens up
an array of questions how do we distinguish between knowledge and education as goods are
they public or private what determines their prices in the most fundamental sense what is the
optimal system of higher education in a capitalist democracy the answers have jarring
relevance today
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University Ethics 2015-05-14
stories about ethical issues at universities make headlines every day from sexual violence to
racial conflict from the treatment of adjuncts to cheating students professors and
administrators face countless ethical trials and yet very few resources exist to assist
universities in developing an ethical culture university ethics addresses this challenge each
chapter studies a facet of university life including athletics gender faculty accountability and
more highlights the ethical hotspots explains why they occur and proposes best practices
professional ethics are a key component of training for numerous other fields such as
business management medicine law and journalism but there is no prescribed course of study
for the academy professors and administrators are not trained in standards for evaluating
papers colleagues boundaries or contracts university ethics not only examines the ethical
problems that colleges face one by one but proposes creating an integrated culture of ethics
university wide that fosters the institution s mission and community in an environment
plagued by university scandals university ethics is essential reading for anyone connected to
higher education today

Restorative Resistance in Higher Education 2023-04-20
an affirming resource for leaders and practitioners forwarding diversity equity and inclusion
efforts on campus in restorative resistance in higher education diversity researcher and
educator richard j reddick shares the wisdom gained from three decades of diversity equity
and inclusion dei work in educational settings reddick centers dei efforts as challenging yet
essential components of college life recognizing campus environments not just as mirrors
reflecting societal values and biases but also as crucibles for social change creating a more
equitable college campus reddick argues is a complex task that should be met by all members
of the university community he discusses many measures that promote wider involvement
including campus cultural orientations professional development for faculty and staff and
frameworks to help institutional leaders respond to inequity and exclusion on campus
delivering a trove of best practices for equity advancement reddick offers dei professionals
and all members of the higher education community the tools to engage in the work on
professional academic and personal levels he advocates developmental relationships such as
mentoring role modeling and coaching as a means for historically marginalized students to
access hidden educational pathways he also encourages frank discussion of the social and
emotional tax on persons who participate in or lead work on these highly charged issues
throughout this crucial work reddick emphasizes the importance of restorative and sustaining
approaches those that promote practitioner well being and challenge unjust structures

Scarlet and Black 2016-12-20
the 250th anniversary of the founding of rutgers university is a perfect moment for the
rutgers community to reconcile its past and acknowledge its role in the enslavement and
debasement of african americans and the disfranchisement and elimination of native
american people and culture scarlet and black documents the history of rutgers s connection
to slavery which was neither casual nor accidental nor unusual like most early american
colleges rutgers depended on slaves to build its campuses and serve its students and faculty
it depended on the sale of black people to fund its very existence men like john henry
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livingston rutgers president from 1810 1824 the reverend philip milledoler president of
rutgers from 1824 1840 henry rutgers trustee after whom the college is named and theodore
frelinghuysen rutgers s seventh president were among the most ardent anti abolitionists in
the mid atlantic scarlet and black are the colors rutgers university uses to represent itself to
the nation and world they are the colors the athletes compete in the graduates and
administrators wear on celebratory occasions and the colors that distinguish rutgers from
every other university in the united states this book however uses these colors to signify
something else the blood that was spilled on the banks of the raritan river by those
dispossessed of their land and the bodies that labored unpaid and in bondage so that rutgers
could be built and sustained the contributors to this volume offer this history as a usable one
not to tear down or weaken this very renowned robust and growing institution but to
strengthen it and help direct its course for the future the work of the committee on enslaved
and disenfranchised population in rutgers history visit the project s website at
scarletandblack rutgers edu

Slavery in the North 2018-08-01
in 2002 we learned that president george washington had eight and later nine enslaved
africans in his house while he lived in philadelphia from 1790 to 1797 the house was only one
block from independence hall and though torn down in 1832 it housed the enslaved men and
women washington brought to the city as well as serving as the country s first executive
office building intense controversy erupted over what this newly resurfaced evidence of
enslaved people in philadelphia meant for the site that was next door to the new home for the
liberty bell how could slavery best be remembered and memorialized in the birthplace of
american freedom for marc howard ross this conflict raised a related and troubling question
why and how did slavery in the north fade from public consciousness to such a degree that
most americans have perceived it entirely as a southern problem although slavery was
institutionalized throughout the northern as well as the southern colonies and early states the
existence of slavery in the north and its significance for the region s economic development
has rarely received public recognition in slavery in the north ross not only asks why
enslavement disappeared from the north s collective memories but also how the dramatic
recovery of these memories in recent decades should be understood ross undertakes an
exploration of the history of northern slavery visiting sites such as the african burial ground
in new york independence national historical park in philadelphia the ports of rhode island
old mansions in massachusetts prestigious universities and rediscovered burying grounds
inviting the reader to accompany him on his own journey of discovery ross recounts the
processes by which northerners had collectively forgotten 250 years of human bondage and
the recent and continuing struggles over recovering and commemorating what it entailed

I Hear My People Singing 2017-06-06
a vivid groundbreaking history of the legacies of slavery in an elite northern town as told by
its black residents i hear my people singing shines a light on a small but historic black
neighborhood at the heart of one of the most elite and world renowned ivy league towns
princeton new jersey the vivid first person accounts of more than fifty black residents detail
aspects of their lives throughout the twentieth century their stories show that the roots of
princeton s african american community are as deeply intertwined with the town and
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university as they are with the history of the united states the legacies of slavery and the
nation s current conversations on race drawn from an oral history collaboration with
residents of the witherspoon jackson neighborhood princeton undergraduates and their
professor kathryn watterson neighbors speak candidly about jim crow segregation the
consequences of school integration world wars i and ii and the struggles for equal
opportunities and civil rights despite three centuries of legal and economic obstacles african
american residents have created a flourishing ethical and humane neighborhood in which to
raise their children care for the sick and elderly worship stand their ground and celebrate life
abundantly filled with photographs i hear my people singing personalizes the injustices faced
by generations of black princetonians including the famed paul robeson and highlights the
community s remarkable achievements the introductions to each chapter provide historical
context as does the book s foreword by noted scholar theologian and activist cornel west an
intimate testament of the black community s resilience and ingenuity i hear my people
singing adds a never before compiled account of poignant black experience to an american
narrative that needs to be heard now more than ever

Black Cake, Turtle Soup, and Other Dilemmas
2024-06-04
a diasporic collection of essays on music memory and motion in this powerful and deeply
personal collection gloria blizzard uses traditional narrative essays hybrid structures and the
tools of poetry to negotiate the complexities of culture geography and language in an
international diasporic quest these essays of wayfinding accompany anyone exploring issues
of belonging to a family a neighbourhood a group or a country here the small is profound the
intimate universal the questions are all relevant and the answers of our times require
simultaneous multiple perspectives

Diversity Regimes 2020-05-15
2021 choice outstanding academic title as a major public flagship university in the american
south so called diversity university has struggled to define its commitments to diversity and
inclusion and to put those commitments into practice in diversity regimes sociologist james m
thomas draws on more than two years of ethnographic fieldwork at du to illustrate the
conflicts and contingencies between a core set of actors at du over what diversity is and how
it should be accomplished thomas s analysis of this dynamic process uncovers what he calls
diversity regimes a complex combination of meanings practices and actions that work to
institutionalize commitments to diversity but in doing so obscure entrench and even magnify
existing racial inequalities thomas s concept of diversity regimes and his focus on how they
are organized and unfold in real time provides new insights into the social organization of
multicultural principles and practices

Unsettling the University 2022-12-06
in this trenchant work of critical studies the author retells the celebrated stories of us higher
education history against the grain in order to identify their colonial past
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American Higher Education in the Twenty-First Century
2023-01-31
now in its fifth edition an indispensable reference for anyone concerned with the future of
american colleges and universities whether it is advances in information technology
organized social movements or racial inequality and social class stratification higher
education serves as a lens for examining significant issues within american society first
published in 1998 american higher education in the twenty first century offers a
comprehensive introduction to the complex realities of american higher education including
its history financing governance and relationship with the states and federal government this
thoroughly revised edition brings the classic volume completely up to date each chapter has
been rewritten to address major recent issues in higher education including the covid 19
pandemic the movement for racial justice and turmoil in the for profit sector three entirely
new chapters cover broad access colleges race and racism and organized social movements
reflecting on the implications of ethnic and socioeconomic diversity within higher education
the book also grapples with growing concerns about the responsiveness and future of the
academy no other book covers such wide ranging issues under the broader theme of higher
education s relationship to society highly acclaimed and incorporating cutting edge research
american higher education in the twenty first century is now more useful and engaging than
ever contributors michael n bastedo philip g altbach patricia j gumport peter riley bahr joy
blanchard julia brickfield michael brown katherine s cho daniela conde charles h f davis iii
hans de wit peter d eckel martin finkelstein denisa gándara liliana m garces roger l geiger
leslie d gonzales jillian leigh gross jessica harris nicholas hillman julia rose karpicz robert
kelchen adrianna kezar lisa r lattuca demetri morgan rebecca natow anna neumann audrey
peek laura w perna gary rhoades tykeia n robinson roman ruiz wonson ryu lauren t schudde
jeffrey c sun david a tandberg

Being Black in the Ivory 2024-02-27
when sharde m davis turned to social media during the summer of racial reckoning in 2020
she meant only to share how racism against black people affects her personally but her
hashtag blackintheivory went viral fostering a flood of black scholars sharing similar stories
soon the posts were being quoted during summer institutes and workshops on social justice
equity diversity and inclusion and in fall 2020 faculty assigned the tweets as material for
course curriculum this curated collection of original personal narratives from black scholars
across the country seeks to continue the conversation that started with blackintheivory put
together the stories reveal how racism eats its way through higher education how academia
systemically ejects black scholars in overt and covert ways and how academic institutions and
their individual members might make lasting change while anti black racism in academia is a
behemoth with many entry points to the conversation this book marshals a diverse group of
black voices to bring to light what for too long has been hidden in the shadow of the ivory
tower

Beyond Education 2019-07-23
a bold call to deromanticize education and reframe universities as terrains of struggle
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between alternative modes of studying and world making higher education is at an impasse
black lives matter and metoo show that racism and sexism remain pervasive on campus while
student and faculty movements fight to reverse increased tuition student debt corporatization
and adjunctification commentators typically frame these issues as crises for an otherwise
optimal mode of intellectual and professional development in beyond education eli meyerhoff
instead sees this impasse as inherent to universities as sites of intersecting political struggles
over resources for studying meyerhoff argues that the predominant mode of study education
is only one among many alternatives and that it must be deromanticized in order to recognize
it as a colonial capitalist institution he traces how key elements of education the vertical
trajectory of individualized development its role in preparing people to participate in
governance through a pedagogical mode of accounting and dichotomous figures of
educational waste the dropout and value the graduate emerged from histories of struggles in
opposition to alternative modes of study bound up with different modes of world making
through interviews with participants in contemporary university struggles and embedded
research with an anarchist free university beyond education paves new avenues for achieving
the aims of an alter university movement to put novel modes of study into practice taking
inspiration from black lives matter occupy wall street and indigenous resurgence projects it
charts a new course for movements within against and beyond the university as we know it

A Fire Bell in the Past 2021-12-31
many new states entered the united states around 200 years ago but only missouri almost
killed the nation it was trying to join when the house of representatives passed the tallmadge
amendment banning slavery from the prospective new state in february 1819 it set off a two
year political crisis in which growing northern antislavery sentiment confronted the
aggressive westward expansion of the peculiar institution by southerners the missouri crisis
divided the u s into slave and free states for the first time and crystallized many of the
arguments and conflicts that would later be settled violently during the civil war the episode
was as thomas jefferson put it a fire bell in the night that terrified him as the possible knell of
the union drawn from the of participants in two landmark conferences held at the university
of missouri and the city university of new york those who contributed original essays to this
second of two volumes a group that includes young scholars and foremost authorities in the
field answer the missouri question in bold fashion challenging assumptions both old and new
in the long historiography by approaching the event on its own terms rather than as the
inevitable sequel of the flawed founding of the republic or a prequel to its near destruction
this second volume of a fire bell in the past features a foreword by daive dunkley contributors
include dianne mutti burke christopher childers edward p green zachary dowdle david j gary
peter kastor miriam liebman matthew mason kate masur mike mcmanus richard newman and
nicholas wood

Nothing More than Freedom 2023-05-11
reveals that slavery has remained embedded in private law well after its ostensible demise
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Moral Commerce 2016-08-23
how can the simple choice of a men s suit be a moral statement and a political act when the
suit is made of free labor wool rather than slave grown cotton in moral commerce julie l
holcomb traces the genealogy of the boycott of slave labor from its seventeenth century
quaker origins through its late nineteenth century decline in their failures and in their
successes in their resilience and their persistence antislavery consumers help us understand
the possibilities and the limitations of moral commerce quaker antislavery rhetoric began
with protests against the slave trade before expanding to include boycotts of the use and
products of slave labor for more than one hundred years british and american abolitionists
highlighted consumers complicity in sustaining slavery the boycott of slave labor was the first
consumer movement to transcend the boundaries of nation gender and race in an effort by
reformers to change the conditions of production the movement attracted a broad cross
section of abolitionists conservative and radical quaker and non quaker male and female
white and black the men and women who boycotted slave labor created diverse biracial
networks that worked to reorganize the transatlantic economy on an ethical basis even when
they acted locally supporters embraced a global vision mobilizing the boycott as a powerful
force that could transform the marketplace for supporters of the boycott the abolition of
slavery was a step toward a broader goal of a just and humane economy the boycott failed to
overcome the power structures that kept slave labor in place nonetheless the movement s
historic successes and failures have important implications for modern consumers

The Implicated Subject 2019-08-06
a pathbreaking meditation shifts the discussion from notions of guilt and innocence to the
complexities of responsibility and accountability amir eshel stanford university when it comes
to historical violence and contemporary inequality none of us are completely innocent we may
not be direct agents of harm but we may still contribute to inhabit or benefit from regimes of
domination that we neither set up nor control arguing that the familiar categories of victim
perpetrator and bystander do not adequately account for our connection to injustices past
and present michael rothberg offers a new theory of political responsibility through the figure
of the implicated subject the implicated subject builds on the comparative transnational
framework of rothberg s influential work on memory to engage in reflection and analysis of
cultural texts archives and activist movements from such contested zones as transitional
south africa contemporary israel palestine post holocaust europe and a transatlantic realm
marked by the afterlives of slavery an array of globally prominent artists writers and thinkers
from william kentridge hito steyerl and jamaica kincaid to hannah arendt primo levi judith
butler and the combahee river collective speak show how confronting our own implication in
difficult histories can lead to new forms of internationalism and long distance solidarity a
significant work by a major scholar while drawing on a global range of histories and texts the
book never loses focus on the contemporary moment robert eaglestone royal holloway
university of london offer s a fresh vocabulary to confront our personal and collective
responsibility in the face of massive political violence past and present marianne hirsch
columbia university
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